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1. Please provide a brief introduction, including your name, the
genre(s) you write in, previous work and where you are based.
Hi, my names Richard-Steven Williams. I write a mixture of science fiction and
psychological horror. I recently published my first full length work Murmansk-13.
I live in Glasgow, however I work as a merchant naval officer and spend six
months of each year aboard product tankers, usually in the Caribbean.

2. Which of your books / pieces of writing are you most proud of, and
why?
I’d have to say Murmansk-13 is my favourite work so far. It wasn’t the first time I’d
tried to stretch myself to write something full length, but it was the first time I’d
managed to see a project through to the end, the first time I’d really succeeded in
focusing completely on one piece.
It was something I had been toying with since I was a cadet and while not all of
the ideas that made it into the book were amazing, it was the first piece I was
reasonably happy with how it all hung together.

3. How long on average does it take you to write a book?
Murmansk-13 took about ten months to write, but then I sat on it for about
eighteen months editing and redrafting and started the follow up.
The second book in the series is taking somewhat longer to write as it was only
half-planned when I began. I’ve also returned to work full time since I started the
first draft last September and I’ve found myself moving around a lot and travelling
more in my spare time. Writing is very much a hobby at the moment for me, so
while I set myself weekly word goals, it often gets put to the side.

4. What is the most difficult part of your artistic process?
Aside from a lack of discipline, since going back to work I find I have much less
time to focus on ideas. I really started my first novel with a strong framework, the
follow up has certainly been more organic and I find that entails a lot more
backtracking when you change the trajectory of a character or a plot line.
I also tend to research things as I write and I find that can harm the flow,
especially if I am writing a scene that requires quite a lot of research. My science
is certainly more pulpy than hard.

5. What was your hardest scene to write?
Emotionally I don’t find scenes hard to write, although there are certainly scenes I
read back and wonder if I have gone a little too far.
Technically any time I need to broach a subject that requires an awful lot of
research I find that difficult. My interest in science is from a popular standpoint, so
many of the more technical scenes where I wanted to introduce a sense of realism
required a lot of prior reading.
However when I started Murmansk-13 I hadn’t actively written for a number of
years, so the very first scenes you can see I was still rediscovering my voice and
they were certainly a struggle in the first draft.

6. Do you read your book reviews? How do you deal with bad or good
ones?
I write for myself and write as a hobby. I try to learn from bad reviews but I’m not
making a living from my writing. I’m my own worst critic so I tend to find myself
agreeing with the bad reviews more than the good.
I do enjoy getting a good review, mind but if I’m honest though I tend to beeline
for the worst.

7. What kind of research do you do, and how long do you spend
researching before beginning a book?
I don’t tend to research much before a book. I prefer to research as I go unless I
know something will crop up during the first draft.
I work at sea, so I tend to transpose my own experiences to certain elements of my
characters when it comes to the isolation of working in space and I prefer to write
with that frame of reference.
Many of the technical aspects however do require a lot of research, like how a

centrifugal space station would work, how they retain a geosynchronous orbit,
what an EVA suit is made of, etcetera.

8. What does literary success look like to you?
I think the older I get the more my definitions of success change. When I was
younger and at university studying Creative English I wanted to write something
worthy of a mainstream publisher and write full-time. Now I’d be simply happy if
people read my work or if an indie publisher picked me up.
After university I tried making writing a job while having an actual job that paid the
bills and I think approaching it from that standpoint ripped all the joy away from the
process and my work and happiness suffered.

9. How many unpublished and half-finished books do you have?
I’m probably 70% through the follow up and I have a couple of horror short stories
based on merchant ships that I want to rework and maybe publish as a collection.
I’ve also got a framework for another novel that will stretch me a bit more from the
naval theme that I intend to start after I’ve completed the second novel in the
Murmansk-13 series.

10. What’s your favorite under-appreciated novel?
I never really know what constitutes under-appreciated. My first choice would
probably be a fantasy novel, or series really, called Winterhold by Stephen
Almekinder which is set in a beautifully crafted world.
For fans of fantasy and zombies I would have to recommend Alan Edwards’ The
Curse of Troius. It would be easy to make that kind of mashup campy or like
Dungeons and Dragons, but instead it’s a neatly crafted, quite sombre, horror story
set in a great little fantasy world.

11. What was the best money you ever spent as a writer? (E.g.
software, self-help books, marketing books etc.)
I’ve really never sought self-help or marketing advice except for online forums or
from the Writers and Artists Yearbook. Honestly, the best investment I made was
probably purchasing Word for my laptop as it has a decent spellcheck and a wider
vocabulary.
I really feel the best way to learn about marketing, especially as a self-published
author, is to connect with other writers and ask them how they got their book out
into a wider audience.

12. Do you want each book to stand on its own, or are you trying to
build a body of work with connections between each book?
Well, Murmansk-13 is part of a (semi) planned trilogy, but I must admit it can be
wearisome writing in just that one universe all the time, so I think my next works
will be more standalone.
I love worldbuilding and I enjoy the idea of building little worlds for each novel, as
it is I tend to write in small, enclosed environments and I enjoy that as a theme.

13. What are common traps for aspiring writers?
The worst I fell into was trying to make it a job.
It’s disheartening when you turn something fun and creative into work. When you
hit a block, instead of walking away and giving yourself time, you try to power
through because you’ve made it work with hard deadlines and your writing will
always suffer as a result.
Writing isn’t easy and for every one author who has great success, thousands
more won’t or will have to release a huge body of work before they start gaining
recognition. Very few authors will obtain a living wage from their first novel and
sometimes its hard putting in the hours when you know so many more will need to
be put in before you make even the smallest name for yourself.

14. What’s the most difficult thing about writing characters from
the opposite sex?
I think it’s always difficult to write from any perspective different from your own.
That’s why writers often make their bad guys rather one-dimensional and devoid
of nuance.
In Murmansk-13 I have a female, same-sex love story and it was important when I
wrote the characters to make them believable but tough, to rise above their
travails. Virtually all my beta readers were women and I was keen to be as
sensitive as possible to the themes and subjects those characters represented.
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